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ULTRADECOR – Bicomponent 
  
DESCRIPTION 

  
ULTRADECOR  in this version  is a two component product: cementitius and polimeryc. It’s 

suitable for the realization of low thinkness and high resistance architectural surfaces. 
 
ULTRADECOR is formulated to cover or restore internal and external surfaces, even vertical 

ones. The mortar can be colored with COLOR TOP, available in 40 colors. 
  
ULTRADECOR  can be applied on old floors avoiding demolition and landfill charges. 
  
Although it’s low thickness, about 2-3 mm,  Ultradecor guarantee the following characteristics: 
  

• High hardness 

• Resistance to abrasion and stains 

• Excellent adhesive power on clean and in good condition 

• Quick drying time and reduced time for the laying of the following hands 

• Thickness tending to zero 

• Smooth but not slippery surface 

• Decorative effect finishes 

• High strength and resistance to intense pedestrian traffic 

• Resistant to atmospheric agents and does not fear frost and thaw cycles. 
  
It is suitable for floorings and walls of shopping malls, shops, flats, villas, public places. 
  
It adheres tenaciously on all cement- based surfaces , concrete , self-leveling, sand and cement 

screeds , wood , ceramics, etc. 
This product allows you to create valuable decorative flooring for both indoors and 

outdoors. ULTRADECOR, in fact, allows the realizzazion of a  continuous coating of high 

aesthetic impact, thanks to its particular composition, available in 3 different grain sizes, in 

addition to the 40 colors present is possible to realize unique and suggestive environments.  
The textures created with ULTRADECOR they are the result of an artisanal work able 

to redesign the design of environments where it is applied , creating elegant, refined and modern 

places. 
  
FLOOR PREPARATION 
  
The substrates must be clean and free of inconsistent parts that may hinder the adhesion of the 
product, NEVER apply in presence of moisture, always check its contents using a carbide 
hygrometer, which must always be less than 2%. 

New concrete must be cured for at least fourteen days in a warm climate and twenty-eight days 

in cold weather. 
The concrete must be cleaned with an acid solution: spread the mixture of Acid and water with a 

sprayer and vigorously use a broom in a circular manner and then rinse thoroughly. 

 If mold or algae are present, wipe the same way with a solution of water and bleach . At the 

end rinse with a pressure washer. 
The interior floors must be cleaned with a degreaser using the mono-brush equipped with 

a black pad .   
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In the case of underfloor heating and new screed, proceed to a heating and cooling cycle before 

applying the Ultradecor . 
  
 Summary table ULTRADECOR fund preparation 
  

SUPPORT TYPE PRELIMINARY CHECKS PREPARATION TYPE 
Dry weathered concrete of consistency, elimination 

of dirt 
PRIMER MT to follow the 

complete ULTRADECOR cycle 
Wet weathered concrete Consistency check, FLEX 

400 type sleeve application 
2 hands with mesh 

Wait until the FLEX 400 

iscompletely dry , check the 

humidity level and follow the 

complete MICRO DECOR cycle 

Screed ready new Check humidity content PRIMER MT to follow the 

complete MICRO DECOR cycle 
Existing screed Verfica of consistency, 

elimination of dirt 

PRIMER MT to follow the 

complete MICRO DECOR cycle 

Tiles where it is possible to 

roughen the surface 

Remove all parts that are 
peeling off, fill in any missing 
parts and any joints 
exceeding 3 mm, roughen 
the surface to be treated with 
diamond discs 

Thoroughly clean the substrate , 
apply PRIMER MT to follow the 

complete MICRO DECOR cycle 

Tiles where it is not possible 
to roughen the surface 

Remove all parts that are 
detached, fill in any missing 
parts 

Mix our DECOPRIMER AQ and 

apply directly on the tiles, after 
drying, follow the cycle 

withMICRO DECOR 
  
For any other type of support or particular condition, always contact our Technical Office. 
  
ULTRADECOR  is available in four different formulations: 
  

- ULTRADECOR base , characterized by a large granulometry suitable for the 

base coat 
- ULTRADECOR medio characterized by a medium granulometry . 

- ULTRADECOR fino characterized by a fine granulometry , suitable for the 

finishing layer or used on the wall if you want to obtain a smooth surface . 
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APPLICATION 

  
ULTRADECOR base mortar reparation: Mix a 20 kg bucket of Ultradecor base , with 40 % 

of Polytop , in the following way: in a suitable container pour 8 liters of Polytop, add the package 
from 0,8 liters of COLORTOP,thoroughly mix the two components,stirring, pour Ultradecor and 
kneading by means of drill kneading until the product is homogeneous and free of lumps, let stand 
for 2 minutes, subsequently mix it again for one minute before applying the product with a metal 
trowel.The yield is about 20 m2 depending on the conditions of the substrate. 
  
ULTRADECOR medio mortar reparation: Mix a 20 kg bucket of Ultradecor medio, with 40% 

of Polytop , in the following way: in a suitable container pour 8 liters of Polytop , add the 0.8 liter 
package of COLOR TOP, mix carefully the two components , under stirring, pour ULTRADECOR 
and knead using a kneading drill until the product is homogeneous and free of lumps, let stand 
for 2 minutes, then mix it again for a minute before applying the product with a metal spatula. The 
yield is about 40 m22 according to the substrate conditions. 
  
ULTRADECOR fino mortar reparation: Mix a 17,5 kg bucket of Ultradecor fino, with 8 kg of 
Polytop , in the following way: in a suitable container pour 8 liters of Polytop , add the 0.8 liter 
package of COLOR TOP, mix carefully the two components , under stirring, pour ULTRADECOR 
and knead using a kneading drill until the product is homogeneous and free of lumps, let stand 
for 2 minutes, then re-stir for a minute before applying the product with a metal spatula.The yield 
is about 65/70 m2 depending on the conditions of the substrate. 
  
NB: Once the material is mixed, it can not be stored, therefore it has to be applied 
whitin one hour depending on the temperature and humidity of the environment. 
  
COLOR 
  
ULTRADECOR is white: different shades of color can be obtained by adding COLOR TOP directly 
to the mixing water ( Polytop). COLORTOP it is a dye if it is water resistant to UV rays. 
To obtain the desired color to pour the pack of 0,8 Kg of COLOR TOP in the mixing water . 
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FINI TURE 
  
Ultradecor can be finished with ACQUAFLOOR 2K (water-based polyurethane finish) or with 
POLISTONE TR100 (solvent-based polyurethane finish) 
  
Summary table for resins and primers 
 
Floor ULTRADECOR 
 

PRIMER FINISH 
EPOPRIMER dil.20% in water ACQUAFLOOR OP.2 coats 
EPOPRIMER dil 20% in water ACQUAFLOOR LUC.2 coats 
Unnecessary POLISTONE LUC.2 coats first dil.20% diluent 

second no diluition needed 
Unnecessary POLISTONE OP. 2 coats first dil.20% diluent 

second no diluition needed 
  
Wall-mounted ULTRADECOR 
  

PRIMER FINISH 
TURAPORI as it is ACQUAFLOOR OP.2 hands as such 
TURAPORI as it is ACQUAFLOOR LUC.2 hands as such 
Unnecessary POLISTONE LUC.2 coats first dil.20% diluent 

second no diluition needed 
Unnecessary POLISTONE OP. 2 coats first dil.20% diluent 

second no diluition needed 

 

 

 
WARNINGS 
 
Keep the product in a dry and cool place, the shelf life of the product in the whole package is 
about 8 months. 
During the work the use of dust mask and protective gloves is a must. 
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Technical info 
 
Realization of flooring (or covering) in Ultradecor of STONE INTERNATIONAL SRL for a 
thickness of 2 ÷ 3 mm to be applied directly on the existing surface after suitable priming of the 
substrate (concrete - tiles - ceramics - sand and cement screeds).Finishing with smooth, colored 
or cloudy surface and final resins with POLISTONE TR 100 or ACQUAFLOOR 2K. 
  
CONFORMING UNI EN 13813 – CT 30 - F6 
  

Performance Characteristic Test method Product performance 

Compression Resistance ( MPa ) EN 12190 ≥30(after 28 days) 

Flexural strength ( Mpa ) EN 196/1 ≥6(after 28 days) 

Adhesion on concrete ( MC type 0,40 

support) according to EN 1766 ( Mpa ) 
EN 1542 ≥1, 5 (after 28 days) 

Capillary absorption (kg / m 2 • h 0.5 ) EN 13057 ≤ 0,2 

Water vapor permeability EN ISO 7783-1 
SD <5 class I (permeable to water 

vapor) 

Reaction to fire EN 13501-1 A1 
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